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Through incredible philanthropic support, in 2012 the 
Conservancy of Southwest Florida opened the Susan and 
William Dalton Discovery Center. It showcases Southwest 
Florida’s diverse ecosystems, the creatures that live within it, 
and an overview of the work conducted by Conservancy of 
Southwest Florida. A unique, state-of-the-art, interpretive and 
multi-sensory experience, the Dalton Discovery Center houses 
six immersive eco-system exhibits under one roof:  Introduction 
Gallery, Uplands, Everglades, Mangroves, Sandy Beaches, and 
the Ocean gallery.

Since that time, thousands of visitors and students have been 
educated using this immersive set of experiences and exhibits, 
and now we are proud to expand these to capture the latest 
developments in our mission work and related threats and 
opportunities for conservation. The renovations and expansion 
of the Dalton Discovery Center will include new multi media 
exhibits on Everglades restoration and the endangered species 
of our region, along with hands on interactive exhibits for all 
learners on mangroves, climate change and invasive species.  We 
are thrilled with the generosity of Sue Dalton who has inspired 
us to expand the Center with a second leadership commitment. 
She has been joined by other generous benefactors in helping 
to bring this dream to life.  Please consider making an impactful 
investment in the future of Southwest Florida by supporting the 
final fundraising efforts to complete this $4.5 million visionary 
project.

A message from our  
President and CEO

Robert J. Moher 

About the Dalton Discovery Center

Rob Moher 
Conservancy of Southwest Florida 
President & CEO

We are excited for the dual 
purpose this new Eastern 

Indigo Exhibit will provide. It 
will give Bindi plenty of space to 
roam around as she continues 
to grow, and it will serve as an 
learning tool to teach guests 
about the dynamic interactions 
of this threatened ecosystem.”

SAMANTHA ARNER
Conservancy of Southwest Florida 
Animal Care Coordinator
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Augmented Reality Endangered Species Exhibit   $300,000

Everglades Restoration Exhibits      $250,000  RESERVED

“Take Action” Interactive Exhibits     $250,000  RESERVED

Dalton Discovery Center Entrance Florida  
     Multi-touch Table       $250,000

Indigo Snake Exhibit       $150,000

Wave Tank Exhibit        $100,000

INVASIVE SPECIES GALLERY      $1,000,000

Lab Station         $250,000

Python exhibit (Live & Taxidermy)     $300,000

Invasive Plants Exhibit       $100,000

Cane Toad Exhibit        $75,000 

Time Line Exhibit        $75,000

Lion Fish Exhibit        $50,000

Explanation of the Threat      $25,000

Food Web         $25,000

Food Pyramid        $25,000

Life Support Space        $25,000

CLIMATE CHANGE GALLERY          $750,000

Science on a Sphere Exhibit      $500,000

Impact Wall Exhibit       $75,000

  

Funding Opportunities

Climate change, sea level rise, invasive species ... the Conservancy’s scientists’ research on these topics has
played a key role in the efforts to raise awareness of these critical issues. Two new galleries are being added to 
the Dalton Discovery Center. The Invasive Species Gallery will focus on the Conservancy’s work in tracking and 
removing the Burmese Python, now an established apex predator across the Greater Everglades. The Climate 
Change Gallery will focus on intensification of storms, ocean acidification, and habitat protection.
     

Dalton Discovery Center Renovation & Expansion

Expansion to existing  

Dalton Discovery Center

Updated and new exhibits to existing building
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Funding Opportunities

This phase of the renovation is designed to offer 
our guests a more comprehensive and interactive 
experience with a multi-touch table. Viewers will be 
able to choose among several topics ranging from sea 
level right, climate change and its impact on Florida, 
population growth, and Everglades restoration. 

Funding Opportunity $250,000

Visitors will learn how mangroves protect the coast 
from storm surge by comparing up to three
different landforms into a mechanically activated 
wave tank. Seeing real-time mangrove capabilities to 
reduce wave action and storm surge is a great way to 
inspire visitors to continue to protect our shoreline.

Funding Opportunity $100,000

Dalton Discovery Center Entrance Florida Multi-touch Table

NEW Wave Tank Exhibit

This computer-generated environment will allow 
guests to interact with, and be immersed with some of 
Florida’s threatened animals. Animals such as roseate 
spoonbills, the Florida panther, and the American 
alligator are a few of the animals guests will be able to 
interact with digitally. 

Funding Opportunity $300,000

This new Eastern Indigo Exhibit provides guests 
with the opportunity to see this threatened species 
interact within the scrub habitat. Guests will learn 
about the important role these snakes play within this 
ecosystem, and they will form an understanding of 
the complex community that live within these gopher 
tortoise burrows.

Funding Opportunity $150,000

Augmented Reality Endangered Species Exhibit

Indigo Snake Exhibit
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Funding OpportunitiesAn integral component 
of the Conservancy’s 

python research and 
removal program is 
educational outreach 
and this exhibit helps to 
showcase the true scale of 
the invasive animal problem 
in Southwest Florida.”

Exhibits will focus on, the Burmese Python, a top invasive predator, a selection of invasive plants and trees, and 
smaller invasive species, the cane toad and lionfish. In addition seeing the length of an adult python, visitors
will encounter a python in a realistic habitat, hidden amongst invasive shrubs and grasses. The cane toad, which 
can be found in residents’ backyards, will be compared to other, non-invasive species, and the invasive lionfish 
will be shown in a small coral reef environment.

Invasive Species Gallery $1,000,000

Lab Station         $250,000
Python Exhibit (Live & Taxidermy)     $300,000
Invasive Plants Exhibit       $100,000 
Time Line Exhibit        $75,000
Cane Toad Exhibit        $75,000
Lion Fish Exhibit        $50,000
Explanation of the Threat      $25,000
Food Web         $25,000
Food Pyramid        $25,000
Life Support Space        $25,000

Python Enclosure Invasive Plants

Additional funding sponsorships:

IAN BARTOSZEK
Conservancy of Southwest Florida 
Environmental Science  
Project Manager
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Funding Opportunities

As Florida remains ground zero for severe climate effects, education is our most essential tool as we look to lead 
the way in change.

Climate Change Gallery $750,000

Impact Wall
Leaving our visitors with a “Call to Action” is always 
a great way to end an educational tour. At the 
Impact Wall, visitors will share how they plan to 
make a different to help protect our water, land and 
wildlife for future generations. These action items 
will appear on the Impact Wall to inspire others to 
help make a difference.

Funding Opportunity $75,000

Science on a Sphere
NOAA’s (United States National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration) Science on a Sphere 
(SOS) is a spherical display system used in docent-
led programs, or in auto-play mode. The SOS
system will introduce visitors to phenomena 
related to Earth’s changing climate, including how 
the effects of climate change are demonstrated by 
extreme weather events, sea level rise, salt water 
intrusion, changes to habitats, and increased
flooding events. Interpretive graphics will provide 
additional information and impactful measures that 
can reduce greenhouse gases.
 

Funding Opportunity $500,000

Southwest Florida is an epicenter 
for the impacts of climate change, 

like sea level rise and increased 
extreme weather. The Climate Change 
Gallery will connect our visitors to 
these impacts in ways that inspire 
them to personal and community 
action.”

HEATHER SKAZA ACOSTA, PH.D.
Conservancy of Southwest Florida 
Director of Environmental Education 
Position funded by the Edith G. and Edward J. Andrew 
Endowment for Environmental Education



Paul Seifert, Vice President

Conservancy of Southwest Florida 
1495 Smith Preserve Way 
Naples, Florida 34102

Office: 239.403.4205 
PaulS@conservancy.org

The Conservancy enjoys a reputation for excellence as a 501 (c)(3) non-profit 
funded by generous members, donors, corporate sponsors, grants and private 
foundations. We are recognized by the most reputable ratings agencies for 
financial transparency, stability and guest experience.

• Founded in 1964

• $7.6 million annual 
operating budget 

• 65 full-time staff 

• 600 volunteers and 
26 interns 

• 7,000+ member and 
donor families 

• 100% funds support 
local projects

• 3-Star Charity Navigator rating 

• Guide Star Platinum rating 

• Trip Advisor Certificate  
of Excellence

• 2017 Kapnick Award Recipient 
by the Community Foundation 
of Collier County

• 2014 Heart of the Community 
Award by the Naples Chamber 
of Commerce 

About us Honors & Awards

A COPY OF THE OFFICIAL REGISTRATION AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE DIVISION OF CONSUMER 
SERVICES BY CALLING TOLL-FREE WITHIN THE STATE. REGISTRATION DOES NOT IMPLY ENDORSEMENT, APPROVAL, OR 
RECOMMENDATION BY THE STATE. (800)HELP-FLA (435-7352), www.freshfromflorida.com registration number CH8300.
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